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RflBBIT, RflTSO flflD OTHER FLORIDH DRERII1ERS
I’m a little past Lakeland, driving from Tampa to
are mostly white male. Isn’t it perhaps a flaw in the Florida
dream that it is not altogether inclusionary?
Orlando on a crisp clear January morning tern
clearly has literary
perature rising later that day to the low 70s. The
The concept
flawed or no
disc jockey on the car radio greets late risers in his
legs. Jt turns up in fiction, cinema and political discourse
audience, "No, it isn’t a dream. You’re living in
in ways we sample here with a half-dozen shorter essays.
I hope you’ll find, as I did while editing the materiaL
Florida."
Sure, it’s a commonplace, only a cut or two above
that the works together provoke some interesting ques
tions about the joys and perils of living under an over
"Have a nice day." To live in Florida is a sort of dream
hanging state "dream."
come true
particularly considering the alternatives up
north in January. Pinch yourself, it’s really happening.
Let me add two thoughts. Our essayists begin in the
mid-1800s and generously chronicle the heyday of the sell
But the Florida dream may not be quite so simple an
idea as it sounds, as historian Ray Arsenault suggests in
ing of Florida in the 1920s. But there is an earlier history of
the idea of Florida as paradise from Ponce de Leon
his essay in this issue of the Forum. Like its big cousin the
American dream, the Florida dream is a cultural
through naturalist William Bartram. To these ear
lier generations of visitors, grounded in literal
myth with meaning, but its exact content is more
Biblical tradition, the garden of Eden and the no
than a bit ambiguous.
state’s
complexity
physical
and
cultur
tion of finding it here in Florida carried great
Our
force.
al is also the focus of Al Burt’s essay. The writer
who coined the notion of a "Florida split"
the
Similarly I think our essayists may stop short
body in one place, the heart still in another back
of saying just how international "the Florida
north
talks about that split but talks about
dream" has become. At hotel pools, my little girl
more. Florida is beautiful, Burt writes, but not
is likely to be playing with young Brits or Ger
simply beautiful, and loving the state in her full
mans. The summer crowd at my mother-in-law’s
glory takes some time and effort.
condo complex is mostly well-off Mexican doc
tors, maids in tow, who eat late at our favorite
We also have here, not a debate exactly, but
FOTIIQI Editor
two sharply contrasting views of tourism. Gary
beach restaurant. The table next to ours at the
Hick Edmonds neighborhood Chinese joint often is speaking
Mormino argues that Floridians have been too
quick to sell and reshape ourselves for the visitor
French. And surely Disney and its sister mega-at
trade, a bonanza that may be fading out at centu
tractions bring together one of the most multi-cul
ry’s end. Jerry Stem with photographer Gary Monroe vis
tural crowds you’ll find anywhere. Is it progress or merely
ited down-home tourist attractions some might call tacky
confusion that we now share our corner of paradise with
the growing international contingent with the means to
and found much to admire, a set of sights and experiences
that help make Florida Florida.
get here?
Besides Monroe’s work, we feature two other photo
I was also surprised at how many literary and movie
graphic takes on the Florida dream. James Valentine has
treatments of the Florida dream conclude with versions of
traveled widely and documented spectacularly what Burt
the same irony. There is Midnight Cowboy’s Ratso Rizzo,
calls the state’s "environmental chapel." And Eric Breiten
dreaming of trading the mean streets of Manhattan for a
bach’s gritty black-and-white photographs speak of a
poolside place in the sun. But when his bus gets to Florida,
tough reality for many Floridians beyond the rhetoric of
he’s dead instead.
dreams.
Similarly John Updike’s Rabbit finds that the "rest" of
Most of this work is the fruit of the Florida Humani
a Florida retirement is actually the beginning of his dying
ties Council’s multi-year project on "Making Florida
hinted at in the first sentence of this finely bitter novel,
Home." While the most recent Forum treated Florida as
consummated some 450 pages later.
home in highly personal ways, here the emphasis is on the
Isn’t the particular horror of the 1993 tourist murders
more public dimension of Florida as a dreamland.
in Florida cut from the same cloth? Pilgrims from abroad,
Perhaps not coincidentally, while the previous issue
come here in all innocence, seeking their share of sun and
included a generous representation of Hispanic, female
leisure. And some don’t even make it alive from the air
and black perspectives, here the content and contributors
port to the beach. *
-
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THE
COffiPLEXITIES
Of PARADISE
Imbibe this beautifully odd place,
this sometimes garish Eden.
AL BVHT
Photoqiaphs b JOlliES VOLEDIIOF
B

lorida exaggerates but offers subtle, qualifying
footnotes. As Emerson said, everything God made
had a fault in it. Florida contains magnificent
splits, some natural, some created by the exchange
of old customs and unspoiled wild beauty for en
larged visions and greater diversity. All these
make up the checkered Florida dream. They give it a
haunting, bittersweet taste. Once acquired, nothing else
truly satisfies.
Great swamps neighbor dune deserts, summer flowers
bloom in February, homes open up and bring the outdoors
inside, extraordinarily benign winters flank peppery sum
mers filled with rains and powerful thunderstorms and oc
casional hurricanes, a population of strangers seeks home
in exotic surroundings, and minority natives feel spiritual
ly exiled in their birthplace.
Al Burt, for many years associated with Tue Miami Herald, is a writer who lives il’ Melrose.
Natttre photographer and
T,’llV
James Valentine lives in Havana, leaf Tallahasyee.
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The greatest Florida split, the most intriguing one,
features the human heart in one place and the body in an
other. It occurs when Florida reality is juxtaposed against
the Florida dream, revealing the gap between a genuine
sense of an extraordinary place and inertial clinging to
what has been familiar. This is the true Florida Split, the
heart of the matter, and it invites study.
A sense of this beautifully odd place Florida
a
loose-fitting, sandy, sometimes garish Eden whose citi
zens feel easy community only in the climate
becomes
elusive. Florida, a state without orthodoxy, aspires to be
everyman’s land, assuring a quaint aura of disorder.
Eclectic flavors and philosophies mix but too seldom
blend. Across it there resonates a diminutive chord of un
ease, vibrations of the imbalance that occurs in the wake
of answered dreams.
Imbibing Florida, you puzzle and muse over an odd
yeastiness that has crept into sacramental wine. Among
the flatlands and tall skies of our environmental chapel,
there sound the discordant blare of calliopes approaching
in the distance. Overwhelming commercial tackiness, ac
companiment to the shudders and tremors of develop
ment, butts up to natural scenes so beautiful that they
shimmer with religious overtones. Our beauty boasts pe
culiar linings.
-

-

-

S

A sense of Florida depends upon assimilating the
brilliant points and counterpoints of weather and illu
sion, adapted to the geography. Florida begins in a trail
of Caribbean keys and moves up to the mainland where
pastel cities draw deeper-hued accents from subtropical
vegetation, splashy things like orchids and poincianas
and crotons. As it rises past the watery horizons of the
Everglades and giant Lake Okeechobee, immense variety
unfolds. Barrier islands on the coasts frame the peninsu
la; a great ridge up the middle provides interior spine as
it evolves into the temperate zone, the north where great
forests and gentle hills and bubbling springs and flowing
rivers and sinlchole lakes make a different Florida. A left
turn at the Big Bend reels out world class gulf beaches
that put a resort ribbon on the underside of the agricul
tural Panhandle, the borderlands that are kissing kin to
Alabama and Georgia.
Within all that, almost everything moves and shifts
and circles and returns in patterns: migrating human
populations, ocean tides, birds and marine life, extremes
of wet and dry, humid summers with enormous bug
populations and dry winters with snow-fleeing tourists.
An overpowering sense of transience drags out raggedly
arid becomes a consistent pattern, in one way or another
affecting all living things.

FORUM
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A woman walks down the beach barefooted in
February, clutching a sweater around her shoulders,
shivering. People sit by their poois and worry about
drought. The changeable weather never permits Floridi
ans enough constancy to perfect either their rain prayers
or their sun worship. That is typical Florida for you, our
state of incongruity. The pursuit of pleasure endows
stand-alone immunity against practicality.
Condos worth $100 million and more go up within
sight of tumbled-down docks and rusting tin roofs. For a
delicacy, Floridians eat the heart out of a palm tree. To
entertain tourists, they wrestle alligators. They build
homes as close to the edge of the coasts as possible,
where hurricanes cause the most damage. To go with our
migrant birds and migrant workers and tourists, we
truck in migrant honeybees to smell our flowers and
make honey. We compete with Texas in raising calves,
but we send them elsewhere to be fattened, and from
there we import our steaks.
Nothing in Florida remains dirt cheap, especially not
the dirt. In south Florida, we buy dirt by the bagsful and
spread it lovingly over the limestone croppings. When
we soak it with enough water and fertilizer-vitamins, the
shrubs and flowers take on brilliant colors. Once we sold
our land in perpetuity
by the mile, then by the section,

then by the acre. Now we sell it by the foot and in time
shares, one apartment or one room for one week at a time.
In a state famed for lush vegetation, some of us make
noncare lawns by spreading black plastic over the sand
and pouring imported river pebbles across it. Although
we have a broad sweep of some 1,300 miles of coastline
and those thousands of rivers and lakes and springs, we
will cut a canal through almost anything
except a park
ing lot
to create more waterfront.
Sometimes we seem to have a preoccupation with
bugs, especially cockroaches AKA palmetto bugs,
maybe because they seem to have a preoccupation with
us. We might be the bug capital of the world, from zoom
ing mosquitos to burrowing termites and acrobatic lovebugs. Cockroach postcards and T-shirts sell well. We tol
erate lizards roaming our patios because they are
ravenous bug-eaters.
Once we fed marshmallows to alligators and tried to
pet them, until we realized it encouraged them to bite
hands and legs, and sometimes more, and finally we ac
knowledged that alligators never develop kind hearts. We
drained swamps until we learned that they make wonder
ful reservoirs and wastewater treatment plants, and now
we hire people to build swamps. We spent millions ditch
ing rivers for efficiency, and then we began spending mil
-

-

-
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Sante Fe Thver Spring, near Goinesvitte.

lions putting the meanders back into the rivers after we
learned that efficiency meant only quick, unfiltered deliv
ery of pollution.
Florida hangs on to a history of attracting citizens
with its restrained tax structure, inviting an odd balance
of unrestrained public service burdens. It builds highway
underpasses for the handful of surviving panthers while
school teachers go without raises. It celebrates status as a
megastate, the fourth largest, while it leads or ranlcs high
among large states in the statistics of stress: divorce, sui
cide, deaths, fatal auto accidents. Florida, a state in con
stant percolation, enjoys champagne pretensions while
toxic wastes jeopardize the drinking water.
For some newcomers, Florida looms deliciously big
ger than life
getting acquainted with all these splits be
comes a life-stimulating catnip
until they have lived
here long enough at least five years for familiarity to
take hold. After that, Florida dimensions settle down to
something closer to the size of the place left behind,
though maybe shorter, flatter, perhaps a touch wider.
Wildly beautiful landscapes root mostly in sand, not true
soil, and few put down genuine taproots; instead, roots
tend to take the form of pancake feelers, like antennae.
The importation of a few homey touches, from those
homes left behind, seems appropriate.
-

-

Many newcomers mushroom and flourish as exotics
do, the human equivalent of melaleucas and Brazilian
peppers, growing and spreading at a dead sprint. Stolid,
persistent natives whose pace evolved from long-dis
tance lessons of Florida survival have to regear and adapt
to keep up with the new dash-pace.
For some other new ones, Florida carries a jolt: too
sweet, too hot, too buggy, too wet and then too dry, too
stormy, too transient, too much like eternal vacation, too
different, too confusing. For them, it represents an ac
quired taste, a love that must be learned. Whoever heard
of mangos and avocados and kumquats and guavas and
mullet as treats? A tourist tastes kumquats and asks why
you let them go sour, smells the guavas and wants to
know how long they have been dead, samples the avoca
dos and mangos and discovers delights can be off center.
Titillated taste buds struggle against bias to revel in the
joys of fried mullet.
Some are colorblind to the magic of Florida’s native
pastels. Overcoming these handicaps requires patient ad
justing and focusing. It is like trying to find the right fil
ter for your camera, one that accents colors and perspec
tives that an ordinary lens misses. A nature that first
shows an enchantingly lovely face and then a frail one
and then a terrifyingly powerful one- while mosquitos

ifianu neuicomeis mushroom and flourish as
FORUM
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bite and sinkholes collapse the earth and sandspurs pen
etrate the socks
requires something like a boot camp
experience before arriving at true appreciation.
The tall corn that grew in Iowa might curl up and die
in Florida, without special help. The May flowers in New
Jersey might bloom here in February. The shrubs that
thrived in Ohio shrivel and droop under Florida’s domi
nating sun. To replace the accustomed psychological re
lease delivered by spring and fall back home in Indiana,
a new Floridian must study the nuances in a different
schedule of seasons, a schedule that extends summer,
shortens spring and fall, and tames winter.
No one should be shocked that new Floridians for a
long time feel that home remains where their hearts are,
at the birthplace back in Michigan or New York or Geor
gia or Cuba, even while the body and mind explore a
new life in a new location. The making of a new home re
quires more than a change of geography; it demands a
new mindset, a new identification, a fresh commitment,
an enthusiasm for working at it. The heart is reluctant.
When the state’s population quadruples in 30 years
to somewhere in the neighborhood of 13 million, twothirds of them from somewhere else, we have a guaran
teed body supply but that old Florida Split denies many
of the other benefits that should come with it. We have

more absentee hearts than absentee owners. Life has so
much spice that we would develop massive heartburn if
all those hearts were here. We stockpile a surplus of some
qualities and a shortage of others. Like the lady who want
ed to stay warm while walking barefooted on the beach
one cold day, in impractical fashion we do odd things to
match up with this magnificent state and all in it.
Life in Florida rides a pendulum from the sublime to
the tacky and back, from serenity to a traffic honk, from
near tropical to temperate
guaranteeing small and large
surprises, assembling an awesome range of grit and won
der, assuring uniqueness in the typical.
The Florida Split haunts us, yet enchants us. Because
of it we have all these separate visions and separate stan
dards, and so little community glue; the fundamentals that
anchor a person and secure the heart get lost; unrecog
nized ties of identity and mutual interest discourage com
mon solutions and encourage cynicism.
Floridians, new and old, need to take the vows of be
longing. Our peculiar dream is alive and real, available to
all, but we need to work at understanding this wonderful
ly different state. We need to hone our kinship with it
more and dwell on our ownership of it less. We need, sim
and bury The
ply, to merge our sense of self and place
Florida Split. *

-

-

-
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Wee/zi Wachee mermaids and ram-n-rob murders don’t mix.
Bg BABY fflOBfflIO
s Florida slides toward the
end of the century, grave
signposts mark the journey.
A litany of real life disasters
punctuates Florida’s fall from
public relations grace. Na
tional commentators search for
metaphors and headlines to describe
what has happened to Florida: "Par
adise Lost," "State of Siege," and
"State of Terror." Where once Ameri
cans venerated Florida as a play
ground of surf and sand, even nature
has scorned the Sunshine State. Flori
da faces environmental calamity. The
"gin clear" waters of Florida Bay are
choked with dying vegetation, while
oil spills lap Tampa Bay. Hurricanes
batter south Florida while the Ever
glades succumb to Big Sugar and
alien exotics. Even the sun casts an
ugly shadow, as tanners invite
melanoma.
Doomsday happenings appear
more than coincidence; rather, the
very fabric of Florida may be ripping
apart. Florida’s problem transcends
image. Floridians must confront the
spectre of a society splintered by in
dividuality and restlessness, a state
where image is more important than
reality.
In the movie Atluntic City, an
aging mobster complains to a street
hustler that the Jersey resort is chang
ing. Pointing to a Howard Johnson’s
casino, he laments, "Kid, tutti frutti
and craps don’t mix!" Might not the
same be said of Weeki Wachee mer

I

German
tourist
killed
-.

Attackers shoot the
cautious driver of’ a
rented car on an

e%pressway in Miami.
A Knlflt.RIddet Rapeñ
MIAMI - The travel safety bro
chure lacy were reading had the
warning in biam ri white: II a r
‘nipsyour’
,,
‘has.
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The twenties land rush was the
subject of a 1926 Liberty
magazine cover left. Lately
the headlines have been grim.

maids and ram-n-rob murders? At its
core, Florida’s malaise centers
around a breakdown of civic order, a
disintegration of private families and
public communities. But tourism
matters. For over a century, tourism
has defined and shaped Florida’s
image and reality. The state has
seemed more concerned with foster
ing the illusion of domestic harmony
than facing up to the flight from civic
responsibility. Tourism drove an
economy centered around service,
servility, and a reliance upon sales

taxes paid by visitors. In 1992,
tourism generated 663,000 jobs and
accounted for $31 billion. "Only in
Florida," editorialized the St. Peters
burg Times, "would people who make
laws seriously consider a Mickey
Mouse license tag to help finance
medical care for pregnant women
and children."
Florida’s greatest and most vul
nerable asset continues to be itself.
The principle of selling Florida has
never changed. Perhaps the purest
expression of this came from a nine
teenth-century promoter, William
"Pig Iron" Kelly. "We live on sweet
potatoes and consumptive Yankees,"
explained Kelly, "but mostly we sell
atmosphere." It has always been so.
In the decades following the
Civil War, American travelers dis
covered Florida, the last great fron
tier east of the Mississippi. An 1868
guide for tourists and immigrants
asked a question seemingly more
pertinent to the 1990s: "Is it safe for
northern people to settle in Florida,
away from Jacksonville?" The New
England Emigrant Aid Company
guide responded gingerly, "So far as
we can learn, it is perfectly safe,"
cautioning however, "Good hotels do
not abound
Vulgar, exploitative, and rapa
cious, the Gilded Age marked a com
ing of age for the United States. The
change from a rural agrarian society
to an urban industrial nation carried
grievous social costs. Americans,

Car’,’ Moraiino teaches history at the University of South Florida in Tampa
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fearful of crime in the streets and af
flicted by nervous exhaustion, looked
to Florida as a cure. Boosters touted
Florida as a national sanitarium.
"Florida is rapidly becoming a north
ern colony," exclaimed George M.
Barbour in his 1882 work entitled, ap
propriately, Florida for Tourists, In
valids, and Settlers. Sidney Lanier,
himself dying of the white plague,
witnessed that in Florida, consump
tives "flourish in this climate." Silvia
Sunshine, she of the euphonious
name, warned readers, "Too many
invalids before coming to Florida,
wait until they already felt the
downy flapping from the wings of
the unrelenting destroyer

G

he decade of the 1880s
served as a great watershed
in Florida history. If the
1870s evoked charming
sternwheelers and Oklawa
ha River cruises, the 1890s
augured locomotives and lavish ho
tels. The 1870s belonged to Silver
Springs and Jacksonville; the new era
of conspicuous consumption wit
nessed the emergence of Daytona
Beach, Palm Beach, and Miami.
Along with Henry Flagler and Henry
Plant’s railroad empires, the building
of the Ponce de Leon, the Royal Poin
ciana, Tampa Bay Hotel, and Belleview Biltmore changed the character
of tourism.
If the 1880s altered tourism, the
1920s changed Florida. New free
doms generated by economic pros
perity and inventive genius created a
national consumer culture. The sym
bols of the era-Ford Flivvers, Coral
Gables, the Tamiami Trail-under
scored the interlocking destinies of
tourism and travel with Florida’s
health. Gasoline stations disguised as
dinosaurs, roadside cafes serving key
lime pie and swamp cabbage, and
honky tonk tourist attractions dotted
the landscape.
Florida trafficked optimism dur
ing the Roaring Twenties. Boosters
packaged the Sunshine State as a
modern Fountain of Youth. The
1920s Land Boom was to Florida

-

*
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what the 1940s Gold Rush
was to California; the specu
lative fever and hope for re
newal remained at the core of
the Florida temperament.
"All of America’s gold rush
es," noted Mark Sullivan in
his classic Our Time, "all her
oil booms, and all her freeland stampedes, dwindled by
comparison.. with the torrent
of migration pouring into Flori
da."
The promise of Florida
melded into the image of Flori
da. Historically, American
towns became cities by linking
themselves to the development
of industry, commerce, and
transportation. But Miami Beach,
St. Petersburg, and Daytona
Beach sold themselves, promoting
salt air and sunshine as a healthy
alternative to the hurly burly of
America.
Millions of Americans re
sponded to the lure of Florida. The
Chicago meatpacker brought his
family for a one-week vacation;
semi-permanent residents owned
an orange grove in Temple Terrace
and a Mediterranean revival home;
"Binder Boys" headed for Miami
Beach and Boca Raton, speculating in
sandy real estate. In order to make
Florida even more attractive to po
tential residents, Floridians approved
a 1924 amendment to the constitution
prohibiting a state income tax. The
real estate boom went bust a few
years before the stock market crash
and the depression proper. But that
was more a pause than an end to the
continued selling of Florida.
Since the 1920s, tourism has sup
plied the oxygen for the state’s dy
namism, an indispensable element in
understanding the state’s economic
health, demographic growth, and
philosophical underpinning. The sta
tistical abstract is stunning. In 1900,
Florida finally reached a population
of one-half million residents, a figure
nearly doubling by 1920, doubling
again by 1940. Still, on the eve of
World War Two, Florida remained
the Deep South’s least populated
-
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state. The decades following the war
transformed the peninsula; a dizzy
ing migration of retirees, refugees,
and dreamers followed the tourist’s
trail. Air conditioning allowed
Floridians to have their sunshine and
cool it too, helping make tourism a
year-round enterprise.
Postwar Florida came to embody
and in turn radiate the values of
American culture: leisure, mobility,
affluence. Florida’s surge to become
the nation’s fourth largest state came
in large part because of the packag
ing and selling of Florida. In 1940, 2.8
million tourists came to Florida, a
number that increased exponentially
to 5 million in 1950, to 20 million in
1980, to 40 million in 1990.
The raw statistics fail to explain
the transformation of modern
tourism. In the halcyon decade of the
l950s, Florida’s top commercial at
traction was Marineland, near St. Au
gustine on U.S. 1. In 1956, Miami and
Miami Beach represented the crown
jewels of Florida tourism, command-

Sunitand. a short-Lived real estate magazine of the
twenties, touted new towns Like Davenport and BlthLo,
shown here dwarfing Orlando.

ing nearly one-quarter of the state’s
tourist traffic.
The opening of Disney World in
1971 inaugurated a dynamic new
chapter in Florida tourism. By the
1980s Disney World had vaulted to
become the world’s greatest tourist at
traction-over forty million visitors a
year. Busch Gardens, Sea World and
Universal Studios now lure an addi
tional sixteen million visitors a year.
"Attractions" and "theme parks"
have created artificial worlds and
elaborately-contrived environments
where tourists experience Thunder
Mountain and the Dark Continent but
rarely appreciate the real Florida.
Structurally and stylistically, Sea
World, Busch Gardens, and Disney
World serve as vivid reminders of
change in America and Florida. The
concentration of wealth in postwar
America has its parallel in tourism:
Weeki Wachee and Sea World owned
by American Broadcasting Company
and Anheuser Busch displaced alli
S
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gator farms and shell factories. Any
industry that caters to forty-one mil
lion consumers is exactly that-an in
dustry. More people have experi
enced the Pirates of the Caribbean
than live in the United States today!
Culturally, the mega-theme parks
mirror an American society under
siege. How so? For a generation, the
parks offered tourists a sanctuary, a
sanitized haven where history, cul
ture, and technology dovetailed in
harmony. Frontier Land and the Hall
of Presidents offer, in Daniel
Boorstin’s phrase, "bland and unsur
prising reproductions of what the
image-flooded tourists knew was
there all the time." Americans seem to
prefer history with a spoonful of
sugar and the synthetic experiences of
a theme park. Florida, too, has
changed from the days when Ameri
cans perceived Florida as a southern
tropical paradise, an Eden of pastel
orange labels, green benches, and
blue waters. In Florida, as at Disney
M M E A
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World, who needs reality?
In the 1920s, the city of St. Peters
burg hired a photographer to take
pictures of vacationers. Pictures of
the ruddy-faced tourists, silhouetted
by palm trees, appeared in home
town papers in Fargo and Kokomo.
Today, publicists pray that images of
tourist body bags or the governor
dorming a flak jacket do not appear
on the evening news.
In a state where roots are as shal
low as Royal Poinciana, where rest
lessness and selfishness embody our
culture, making Florida home re
mains a compelling challenge. Even
the Royal Poinciana comes from
somewhere else, in its case, Madagas
car. But it belongs. Too many tourists
and residents live in Florida but are
not part of Florida. Florida must rec
oncile the myriad problems con
fronting its citizenry with the images
of fantasy and pleasure. Come to
Florida, the ads promise, "the rules
are different here." *

AT HOfflE Ifl THE SflAKEaA1ORIUIfl
Homegrown attractions are an
important part of Florida’s
communal histoiy.

H

ourist attractions entice the wayfarer with extraor
dinary experiences. "Just come this way," they
say, "and you’ll see something you’ll remember
all your life." They promise they will astonish
traveling families and vacationing couples with a
barrage of sensations and wonders. They are part
of what makes Florida home to Floridians too.
From the Cypress Knee Museum Palmdale to the Or
chid Jungle Homestead, from King Solomon’s Castle
Ona to the Snake-a-torium Panama City Beach, the state
has more than its share of important, homegrown attrac
tions.
Most are visually fascinating. But more than that, they
are democratic meeting places of people whose ordinary
lives rarely intersect. The visitors are pilgrims, people of
all backgrounds grouped by chance, who together witness
something that is richer, more memorable than their daily
routines. These sequestered Florida Lands, Jungles, and
Worlds express the people’s dreams, their creators’ indi
vidual visions and entrepreneurial hopes, and our com
munal history.
I became a resident-tourist soon after my wife and I,
big-city children from up north, moved to Tallahassee. We
started to explore our new home town.
We discovered Ivan Gundrum, an exile from several
countries starting with Russia, living in old, slave quar
ters a couple of blocks from the Capitol, making carefully
hand-finished reproductions of the pre-Columbian Indian
pottery of Florida. We went to Wakulla Springs and heard
the boat guides chanting their nature-talks, their tributes
to "the snake-bird, the water-turkey, the anihinga, there he
is, drying his feathers, the snake-bird, the water-turkey,
the anhinga."
To put down new roots you need a place that has
character and distinctiveness. Fastfood franchises, shop
ping clubs, or malls filled with nationally-known stores
and brand-name merchandise aren’t enough.
For starters, you can fall in love with the weather. I
enjoy looking at south Florida retirees. They seem extrava
14--

gantly complacent-like creatures who have spent their
whole lives working in the cold yearning for their reward,
their place in the sun. And now they have it. Bliss lies in
simply walking down the street. They have escaped. Their
heads seem slightly upturned, their mouths fixed in a
slight smile, eyes scrooched like happy lizards, basking in
the warm, yellow rays.
Once people have satisfied themselves that the gray
gloom of northern winters will not come after them, many
FORUM
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people look for more to do. In Sarasota I went to the Mote
Marine Aquarium. It’s an enterprise that manages to com
bine lively charm and serious science. Founded as a shark
research facility, when I visited it was overrun by children
oohing at the fish tanks and wiggling their fingers on
horseshoe crabs in the touching pool. As I stared at a tank
of groupers a man came up and asked if I had any ques
tions. He was, I learned, one of the 700 volunteers who
help the Mote in every phase of its operation.
SUMMER
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At other attractions, like Selby Gardens, I found the
same story again and again-"We probably couldn’t run
this place without the volunteers." These are people whose
love of animals, or gardening, or art has found a unique
locus that is part of the creation of a home. These tourist
attractions provide an important opportunity to give com
munal expression to otherwise private interests.
It’s odd, perhaps, to juxtapose tourist attractions and
the idea of home. Their very name suggests they are for
outsiders, travelers, the visitors who pull up in rented cars
or chartered coaches, wonder at the wonders, ride the
rides, snap pictures and are gone. We say we are glad to
see them because of the money they leave behind. It turns
out that isn’t the whole story. There is local pride in living
in a place worth visiting. St. Augustinians complain about
the traffic but are well-pleased that they are part of an
American city that co-existed with William Shakespeare, a
city older than Williamsburg. Key West conchs fight the
developers but also understand perfectly why humans in
their right mind want to live there.
Something else. The tourist attractions are part of the
community in a way not obvious at first. The owner of Al16

ligatorland Safari Zoo said it’s local people who keep his
place open. The tourists come in season, but the people
from around like to see if he has anything new, like to
bring visiting family or friends. "You make people wel
come," he told me, "they’ll come back." It shouldn’t sur
prise us. The attraction becomes part of the landscape of
the community. When guests come to Tallahassee, we nat
urally take them to Wakulla Springs and the coast. I had
just never thought of how much St. Marks Wildlife Refuge
might have in common with Parrot Jungle.
The tourist attraction and Florida grew up together.
I’m not sure if you can call Indians tourists. But archaeolo
gists tell us that for thousands of years tribes visited Flori
da’s famous springs just as Chaucer’s pilgrims visited
Canterbury Cathedral.
Well before the Civil War the commercial potential of
Silver Springs had been recognized. River steamers would
make their way up the Ocklawaha and the Silver River
taking the tourists through an exotic wilderness teeming
with snakes and alligators. Especially dramatic was the
night journey, the churning boat, the yellow moon, the bel
lows and splashes of unseen creatures, and then morning,
FORUM

and the marvelous clear water that
men were involved: Everett C. Whitney,
Visitors bounce in
welled up from nowhere. The 1800s was
and railroad workers Felix Fire and
a tour boat at
Silver Springs’ great era, the attraction
George Reddington. Whitney’s Alligator
Cypress Gardens
internationally recognized by travel
Farm and Zoo was called the most inter
near Winter
writers as one of nature’s wonders. The
esting place to visit in all of Florida in
Haven; a doLphin
invention of the glass-bottom boat al
the
1890s. Fire and Reddington gathered
cavorts at
lowed sensational views of the blue
alligators
lolling on the tracks, started
Mcrineland near
depths and swarming fishes. Various
attraction
their
own
on Anastasia Island,
St AugUstine
parts of the sink, where the water was
bought up Whitney’s collection, and the
unusually deep or rocks interestingly
rest is alligator history. It is said in 1947,
formed, were named, and legends be
after hundreds of years of slaughter,
came attached to them that became the
there were only 12, 000 alligators left in
basis for stories and poems printed in
Florida. Six thousand were at the St. Au
books and magazines.
gustine Alligator Farm. Now a necessary staple of zoos,
The landscape and its inhabitants were the first re
aquariums and wildlife parks, alligators remain the stars
source for the tourist attractions. Florida swarmed with al
of the show in places like Gatorland, A]ligatorland Safari
ligators which were generally regarded as dangerous
Zoo, Gator Jungle of Plant City, Gator Jungle of Christmas,
varmints that luckily were worth money for their meat
and Gatorama of Palmdale.
and hide. Credit for recognizing that the brutes actually
By the 1920s the idea of the tourist attraction was well
could be turned into a tourist attraction is said to belong
established. Tourists were arriving at the Flagler and Plant
ultimately to the St. Augustine Alligator Farm, which cele
hotels with dollars in their pockets and eager for amuse
brated its 100th birthday last year. The story is that three
ment, thrills, arid edification. More and more were driving
SUMMER
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their own cars and could get around easily. They wanted
to experience the flora and fauna of this exotic wilderness.
Monkey Jungle opened in 1933 Bonita Springs’ Ever
glades Wonder Gardens in 1936. Parrot Jungle of Miami
in 1936. Marineland, "The World’s Original Oceanarium,"
in 1938.
These tourist attractions were not only making money,
they were defining Florida in the popular imagination.
The endless sun and white beaches came first. But poten
tial tourists were being promised more. Florida created it
self as a tropical vacationland within the safety of the
United States. Florida animals were supplemented by os
triches, macaws, and zebras. The native plants were joined
by exotic palms, gumbo-limbos, baobabs and kapok trees.
.

s people moved to Florida local tourist attractions
became part of the fabric of their lives. In Panama
City, at the newly opened zoo that replaced the
old Snake-A-Torium I noticed plenty of local li
cense plates in the parking lot and many families
not bearing the traditional signs of the touristred arms, pale faces, bright noses. These families, in no
hurry, were exclaiming over each bird and beast, trying to
18

get their tots to say the names or imitate the sounds. Dat
ing couples wandered slowly, giggling intimately over
their witty observations. In many tourist attractions the
year-round admission is only a little bit more than the
price for a single ticket. The woman at Sarasota Jungle
Gardens said the same people come each morning to walk
the paths and say hello to the flamingos.
The idea of home and tourist attractions being interre
lated is marvelously complicated by Howard Solomon
who turned his house into a tourist attraction. Solomon’s
Castle, south of Ona, is at the end of a dirt road in what
appears to be the middle of nowhere. He has built a multi
story, homemade tin castle that looks like something out
of the Wizard of Oz crossed with the Lord of the Rings.
The story he tells is that the land he bought was so low
that he had to build a moat to keep his house from flood
ing, and once he had the moat the castle seemed a natural
thing to do. As neighbors heard about what he was doing,
they would come by to watch.
After awhile, he realized he could charge admission.
Now people from Sarasota, St. Petersburg and Tampa reg
ularly bring their northern visitors. They joke with
Solomon that they deserve a discount for coming so often.
FORUM
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He tells them the low admission charge was their dis
count-where else could you treat your friends to an un
forgettable attraction like his for $3.50 apiece? On the tour
people chat with Solomon as if he were a neighbor. He
confides his idea for building a toy museum. They want to
know if he is still having trouble with flooding. How’s he
doing on finishing the restaurant in the shape of a giant
boat? It looks very much like Noah’s Ark if landfall after
the Flood left the Ark parked next to a tin castle. These
oldtimers have met his wife and children. They’ve seen his
workshop. Today, Solomon tells the visitors, is his dad’s
birthday, so he’s waiting for him to show up for the party.
We aren’t anonymous transients-we feel as if we’re part
of the family. This does seem like an extended version of
home.
The smaller attractions generate this intimacy, this
feeling of belongingness. At Tom O’Reilly’s Warbird Mu
seum, Tom himself is there to talk about the planes he es
pecially loves. At Tom Gaskin’s Cypress Knee Museum,
Gaskin takes us on his catwalk that cuts through his
swamp on Fisheating Creek, even though twilight is fad
ing into darkness. At BelIm’s Cars and Music of Yesterday,
Mr. Bellm himself is showing off his handsome stereoSUMMER
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phonic music boxes.
This feeling of being at home is related to the existence
of what I want to call historicities: the physical manifesta
tions of the past that give character to the present. These
"historicities" are crucial for a sense of home, but they
often cause problems. They may be inconvenient in many
ways. Canopy roads lined with live oaks are the enemy for
the Department of Transportation. Older schools with
their quaint architectural features are not beautiful to the
Department of Education. Closed-up brick stores and
warehouses don’t look appealing to mall developers. Oldfashioned fire stations make insurance brokers fret. ArtDeco era post offices bother the Postal Service. Brickpaved streets worry traffic engineers. Even old churches
are a nuisance for expanding church congregations, al
ways looking to build larger facilities at the edge of town.
For the sake of efficiency, county courthouses have
been torn down. Spectacular works of period architecture
have been replaced with anonymous rectangular office
buildings. Old neighborhoods with distinctive residential
architecture have been routinely destroyed in the name of
progress. Until wiser heads prevailed, even the state of
Florida was willing to tear down its historic capitol. The
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older tourist attractions can be inconvenient.
where you believe you will be happy. This is
At Fliomis
Their land may become so valuable that people
where they want to call home.
Seaquarium.
see more money in their obliteration than in
At home now, having traveled through
two tourists
much of the state, I think about what gives
their continued operation.
mug. and a
Tourist-attraction owners are often incon
Florida character. The image that stays with me
couple lazes in
venient people too-these are independentis State Highway 50, a mostly two-lane road,
the sun.
minded entrepreneurs, unused to today’s
running like a belt across our waist, from the
mega-bureaucracy and maze of federal, state,
rocket wizardry of the Kennedy Space Center,
and local ordinances. The attractions’ very
to the nostalgic preservationists of the Valiant
virtues-quaintness, historicity, idiosyncracy-are their
Air Command, to the futuristic hard-sell, high-tech of the
undoing in an increasingly homogenized landscape. I al
US Astronauts Hall of Fame and Space Camp, to the an
worry
about
these
people,
full
of
life
but
many
are
cient green lagoons of Gator Jungle of Christmas, to some
ready
significantly past retirement age. They had the vision, and
of the best citrus country in the world where the tanger
it is their spirit that holds it together. What will happen to
ines taste like the nectar of the gods and the oranges are
sweet enough to make you cry with joy, to Weeki Wachee
these places when they’re gone?
The corporately owned, massively financed, techno
where the mermaids still sing that they have the world by
logically sophisticated, awesomely efficient attractions ex
the tail.
press a new Florida. But they cannot compete on an inti
Florida is in danger of losing what is most distinctive
mate level. The child who goes to Jungle Larry’s African
about it, not only environmentally but in its fantasy land
Safari at the Caribbean Gardens will never forget that first
scape as well. If we want to develop a sense of Florida as
bumpy little elephant ride.
home, we can’t rely on plaques by the side of the highway.
My sense of Florida as home is enriched by alligator
We have to treasure what we have. All over Florida, par
farms and tropical gardens. I envision travelers decades
rots are still riding little unicycles, otters are sliding down
chutes, chimpanzees are mugging in their cages.
ago heading south on AlA, eager to believe that they have
at last fled the icy blasts of winter. They stop at
The tourist attractions remain, still weird, still loved.
Marineland to watch the dolphins leap high into the airThey deserve celebration, and may need our help, too,
the dolphins are happy. The audience is happy. Home is
to survive. *
SUMMER
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IS THERE A FLORIDA DREAffi?
Maybe the state is instead a dreamscape where individual visions play out.
Bg HAYQI000 HHSEHHUT
hat do we make of the
concept of the Florida
dream? Is there such a
thing? If so, is it simply a
scaled-down version or
variation of the American
dream? Or is it something else alto
gether? That such questions can be
asked with a straight face suggests
that the notion of the Florida dream
is not altogether fanciful. That it is
even discussible indicates that the
Sunshine State enjoys a special status
among American geographic entities.
In general, the power and persis
tence of the American dream as an
all-encompassing national myth has
left little room for competing or even
complementary regional or local
variations. Indeed, much of the na
tional dream’s mystique rests on its
purported inclusiveness and singu
larity. As the fount of American iden
tity and patriotism, it inevitably has
reduced more parochial ideals and
pretensions to something less than
dreamlike status. Proud New York
ers can tout the greatness of "the Big
Apple," and Chicagoans can pro
claim that the Second City is all that
Carl Sandburg said it was: "Hog
Butcher for the World, Tool Maker,
Stacker of Wheat
, and so on. But
for most Americans the notion of a
New York or Chicago dream does
not compute. Nor does the Indiana
dream or the Delaware dream formu
lations that invite ridicule, not affir

mation. The dream, we generally tell
ourselves, is national in scope.
Generally, but not always. There
are three obvious exceptions to our
parade of dreamless states. Perhaps
the most obvious is Hawaii, a shim
mering archipelago of natural splen
dor and Pacific multiculturalism that
has entranced generations of visitors.
As an exotic paradise, Hawaii is
clearly in a class by itself, at least in
the context of the United States.
However, because of its limited size,
geographic isolation, and recent as
cendance to statehood, Hawaii’s cul
tural influence has been less exten
sive than that of the other two excep
tions, California and Florida.
As the golden repository of west
ering ambition, California has exert
ed enormous power over the Ameri
can imagination. For nearly a century
and a half, beginning with the gold
rush of the 1840s and continuing
through a procession of westward
migrations and coastal booms, the
California dream has been a staple of
American mythology. From the Hol
lywood "dream factory" to Yosemite
to the Golden Gate, the imposed
logic of Manifest Destiny and the cal
culus of American capitalism have
transformed a diverse natural won
derland into a symbol of our most ex
pansive and outrageous visions of
national promise.
In the words of Kevin Starr, the
California-born journalist and former

Harvard English professor, who has
devoted twenty-five years to a cul
tural and literary exploration of the
mythic power of his native state, "the
California dream was the American
dream undergoing one of its most
significant variations
the simple
yet subtle hope for a better life ani
mating America since its foundation.
California provided a special context
for the working-out of this aspira
tion, intensified it, indeed, gave it a
probing, prophetic edge in which the
good and evil of the American dream
was sorted out and dramatized."
Starr’s books have documented
the evolution of the California
dream, demonstrating its extraordi
nary and continuing capacity for
reinvention, adaptation, and inspira
tion. Despite the widespread suspi
cion that at least the Southern Cali
fornia version of the dream is rapidly
turning into an ecological nightmare
Newsweek’s cover story in July 1989
was "California: American Dream,
American Nightmare, "California
dreaming," to borrow a phrase from
a popular song of the late l960s, is
still a believable concept, perhaps
even a popular pastime, for millions
of Americans. Earthquakes, mudslides, smog alerts, urban riots, and
wildfires notwithstanding, there has
been nothing else like it in the Ameri
can experience.
Florida, however, comes close.
Like California, the Sunshine State

Raymond Arsenanlt is a prolessor of history at the University of South Florida St PetersbUrg.
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yen in Shakespeare’s day, the concept of a New
World dreamscape, like the unnamed island of
,
The Tempest was already a fixture of the Euro
pean mind. More than a century of voyages
across the Atlantic had solidified the vision of
an Edenic refuge where the normal obstructions
to human happiness and striving did not exist, a
promised land where the favored sons and daughters of
Christendom could renew their quest for an earthly par
adise. As colonialism expanded and matured, this vision
was sorely tested by all manner of disease, natural disas
ter, imperial rivalry, servitude, and slavery. But some
how it managed to survive, the antecedent of the endur
ing cultural legacy known as "the American dream."
The actual phrase did not become a common con
vention until the mid-twentieth century, but the concept
of a national dream has deep roots in the American past.

has had a special status in the
mythology and iconography of
American culture. More than a mere
geographical entity, "Florida" has
long been entangled with images and
expectations that set it apart cultural
ly and even psychologically from the
rest of the nation. In a recent article in
the Florida Historical Quarterly, histori
an Stephen J. Whitfield insisted that
Florida’s "saga appears to be more
than a combination of geographic
constraints and political boundaries
and economic developments and de
mographic patterns. Its history also
incorporates a mystique, which no
state in the union needs but which a
few states have nevertheless transmit
ted. Florida might well be such a rari
ty because it has claimed to be a kind
of hologram of Paradise, a place
where the most ancient, Edenic mem
ories of the race are somehow re-in
vented in the form of contemporary
fantasies."
As a St. Petersburg Times editor
recently put it, "Florida is not just a
state, it’s a state of mind." Although
not everyone would go this far, the
perception of the state as a highly dis
tinctive, almost magical place has be
come a truism of popular culture. In

I-low and why Americans came to fasten upon this par
ticular metaphor as the favored means of expressing na
tional purpose is something of a mystery. Why not cele
brate "the American plan" or "the American idea"? Why
speak of a national "dream"? The American Heritage
Dictionary offers several alternative definitions of the
word, ranging from "a series of images, ideas, and emo
tions occurring in certain stages of sleep" to "an aspira
tion; ambition" to "anything extremely beautiful, fine, or
pleasant." The first definition, that of the night dream,
can probably be safely discarded. Instead, it is the world
of the daydream that is the stuff of cultural myth. As the
British writer and adventurer T. E. Lawrence once wrote,
"All people dream; but not equally. Those who dream by
night in the dusty recesses of their minds wake in the
day to find that it was vanity. But the dreamers of the
day are dangerous people, for they may act their dream
with open eyes to make it possible."
In this sense, Americans have done more than their
share of daydreaming; even more important, they have
done so without becoming lost in formless reverie. More
than a vague yearning or a cultural conceit, the Ameri
can dream has been a highly desirable ideal grounded in
realism, or at least in the prospect of realization. As such,

the words of a popular rental car ad
vertisement, Florida is a place "where
everyday
things happen that
wouldn’t if you were anywhere else."
Or, as the official slogan of the Flori
da Tourist Council insisted in the
early 1980s, "The rules are different
here." For more than a century, local
boosters and tourism promoters have
relied upon this kind of expansive
rhetoric to draw people to the penin
sula. So we should not be surprised
that the state’s unique, exotic charac
ter is now almost a given.
Admittedly, the actual phrase
"Florida dream" is still something of

In Ihe earit iBOUs f:e
florida Tourisi Council
insised, "Ih° rules
are diffe eni here
-
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a novelty. But it seems to be catching
on, at least in the world of regional
scholarship. Six years ago. following
Kevin Starr’s lead, I decided to utilize
the dream metaphor in the title of my
book St. Petersburg and the Florida
Dream 1888-1950, and more recently a
collaborative effort between photog
rapher Gary Monroe and essayist
Jerome Stern resulted in Florida
Dreams, a compendium of images and
impressions of what the authors term
"idiosyncratic theme parks." In a sim
ilar vein David Dodrill’s recentlypublished study of the Gulf American
Corporation and the building of Cape
Coral, Florida bears the title Selling
the Dream. Whether these modest be
ginnings will lead to common house
hold usage remains to be seen, but at
the very least the concept of the Flori
da dream seems to have achieved a
measure of credibility.
Using a phrase is easier than
defining it. To date, J may be the only
scholar foolish enough to try to re
duce the Florida dream to succinct
definition. In 1988, in the preface to
St. Petersburg and the Florida Dream, I
described the Florida dream as "the
centuries-old promise of perpetual
warmth, health, comfort, and

it has survived as a continuing source of inspiration,
transcending the ordinary without dissolving into an
object of pure fantasy.
The concept has become an integral part of our na
tional self-image, permeating public and private con
versations about who we are and where we are headed.
Developed and refined over several centuries, this
evolving myth has amassed enormous emotional and
ideological power. The phrase is now used promiscu
ously. An evening’s TV watching uncovers a documen
tary entitled "Mickey Mantle: The American Dream
Comes to Life," a franchising advertisement that asked
the rhetorical question, "Why is being your own boss
called the American dream?", a spokesperson for the
Department of Housing and Urban Development assur
ing his listeners that home ownership is the essence of
the "American dream," and a real estate agent intoning
"I don’t sell houses; I sell dreams."
Despite such trivialization, most
Americans

continue to recognize that the phrase is more than an
advertising gimmick, that it has a deeper meaning.
Though seldom defined precisely, in its most common
form the American dream has focused on the noble tril
ogy of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Predi
cated first and foremost on the belief that Americans
have always been a providentially-blessed "people of
plenty," to borrow the historian David Potter’s apt
phrase, the American dream has drawn its strength
from the general conviction that the United States has
provided its citizens with almost unlimited access to
natural resources, abundance, equality of opportunity,
political freedom, and individual self-fulfillment.
This ethos of upward mobility does not square with
the historic reality of the millions of Americans who
have been unable to escape the degradations of poverty,
* racial prejudice, or political exclusion. And many social
critics voice the suspicion that the American Dream has
been little more than an unrealized ideal. But as yet,
there is little evidence that the credibility of the Ameri
can dream as an icon of mass culture has
been dispelled. Dreams die hard, even
in the sobering context of the present. S

A 1945 version of the ctassic
Greetings from Paradise postcard.

leisure,"
adding that eyen though "St. Peters
burg never achieved this mythic
ideal," its "continuing effort to create
a subtropical dreamland gave the city
a distinctive and colorful history." In
retrospect, the definition that I pro
duced six years ago seems unneces
sarily limiting and even a bit naive.
Despite its distinctive and influ
ential history as a tourist and retire
ment mecca, St. Petersburg clearly is
only one of many Florida communi
ties to wrap itself in the imagery of a
Florida dream. Even more obviously,
despite the recurring significance and
popularity of the four ideals men
tioned-warmth, health, comfort, and

leisure-it is highly unlikely
that this short list represents the full
range of Florida’s cultural and physi
cal enticements. A more expansive
definition seems in order, one that
can accommodate the cultural and
geographic complexity of human ex
perience on the peninsula. To this
end, it may be necessary to talk in
stead of a Florida dreamscape-a cul
tural backdrop capable of inspiring a
wide variety of dreamlike images and
expectations. Florida, as "a state of
mind," is larger than any single cul
tural dream or aspiration, and the
evolving sense of place that has sus
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tamed its inhabitants’ hopeful visions
cannot be reduced to a simple slogan
or aphorism.
Historically, the Florida dream
scape has served as a repository for
all manner of myths and images. In
the nineteenth century, when agricul
tural visions were the order of the
day, the dominant dream focused on
cheap land and a ten-month growing
season. But in the present century, as
consumption has replaced produc
tion as the center of human striving,
the dreamscape has moved to the
city, the tourist camp, and the theme
park.
To some modern Floridians, the
Florida dream represents
the
prospect of living and perhaps even
working in a relatively beneficent cli
mate; to others, it is the expectation of
a long and prosperous retirement, of
a proper reward for a lifetime of labor
in the real world. To the millions of
tourists who visit the state, it is a
week or two of blissful sunbathing on
a sandy beach, a breathless tour of
Disney World and Busch Gardens, or
perhaps the joy of sitting in the
grandstand under a high-blue sky on
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the first day of spring training. To the
hundreds of thousands of Caribbean
and Central American refugees who
have poured into southern Florida, it
is the hope that their new home will
provide a safe haven from political
and economic turmoil.
This brief catalog represents only
a fraction of the state’s popular im
agery. But even a partial list reveals
an essential truth about the Florida
dreamscape: most Florida "dreams"
constitute something less than a true
Utopian vision. The Florida dream
scape, it seems, has offered relative
improvement without promising an
absolute paradise. Put simply, no one
expects Florida to be perfect but near
ly everyone expects it to be better
than the "real world" left behind. In
the words of a 1980s airline jingle de
signed to lure winter tourists to the
state, "When you’ve got it bad, we’ve
got it good." Despite its many
dystopian elements-which histori
cally have ranged from natural men
aces such as mosquitoes, hurricanes,
and humidity to man-made creations
such as strip malls, drive-by shoot
ings, and drug cartels-Florida has
always been a place for dreamers
looking for something better. The one
thing that most Florida dreamers
have in common is the belief that the
state is a land apart, a special place
where fresh starts and new directions
are not only possible but probable.
Promoting and manipulating this
belief has become the stock-in-trade
of real estate developers and travel
agents, but such commercial artifice
should not obscure the real basis ofFlorida’s attractiveness. Long before
the first sand merchant opened for
business, the perception of Florida as
a dreamscape was firmly grounded
in the state’s environmental and geo
graphical distinctiveness. Indeed, the
pattern was set when the first band of
Paleolithic migrants wandered into
the peninsula, perhaps as early as
35,000 years ago. Discovering a world
beyond their previous experience, a
glacierless land of faunal and floral
excess, they adjusted their cultural
forms to match the distinctive envi
ronment of their new home.
Climate and location, more than

any other factors, have made Florida
what it is. As a subtropical ap
pendage of a large temperate land
mass, the peninsula literally and figu
ratively stands apart from the rest of
the United States. Yet it is not an is
land. Jutting outward into the
Caribbean basin, it is an anomalous
but accessible borderland. As such, it
is a place for melding the exotic and
the familiar. Florida is the gateway to
the Caribbean, but it is not actually in
the Caribbean. It is near the tropics,
but it is not really tropical, culturally
or environmentally.
Here a comparison with two

Like Ilaig and Oiiccc,
Honda s au object of
c.imalic envg and
imaot1c escapism.
other famous peninsulas may be
used. For centuries, even millenia,
Italy and Greece have enjoyed a simi
lar borderland status in the European
world. As cultural and physical gate
ways to the Middle East and North
ern Africa and as objects of climatic
envy and romantic escapism, Italy
and Greece have often captivated the
imaginations of northern and western
Europeans. From William Shake
speare to E. M. Forster to recent films
such as Enchanted April and Shirley
Valentine, escaping to the beauty and
idyllic imagery of the sun-drenched
Mediterranean borderlands has
served as a counterpoint to the mun
dane realities of more northern
climes. If not quite Eden, Italy and
Greece like Florida nonetheless of
fered more comfort and exotic stimu
lation than one was likely to find at
home.
Until recently, of course, Florida’s
physical environment could not com
pete with the charms of the Mediter
FORUM

ranean. Prior to the emergence of
modern technology-air condition
ing, pesticides, super highways, air
travel, dredging, and the like-the
humid and often swampy peninsula
languished as an underpopulated
and marginalized frontier, one that
discouraged all but the hardiest of pi
oneers. In recent decades, however, a
technological overlay has unleashed
Florida’s potential as an economic
and demographic powerhouse. For
better or for worse, the state has be
come viable for year-round living
and an increasingly popular destina
tion for all sorts of individuals and
families seeking lives of relative ease
and comfort. With a diverse popula
tion approaching fourteen million,
modern techno-Florida has become,
in effect, a regional laboratory for nil
tural hybridization and social and
physical experimentation.
The laboratory metaphor seems
particularly apt when we consider the
attitudes toward nature and technolo
gy that prevail among the state’s in
habitants. Given enough time and
technological sophistication, the
Florida landscape, we are told, can be
anything humans want it to be. The
piney woods of east central Florida
can become Walt Disney World; a
swampy estuary can be transformed
into a neighborhood of tract houses
or a golf course; a barrier island can
become a complex of towering con
dominiums and resort hotels. Sooner
or later, almost all natural landscapes
are subjected to human intervention
and transformation, but in Florida the
urge to turn first nature into second
nature has been pursued with reli
gious zeal.
The unusual breadth and depth
of this transformative mentality may
have something to do with the fact
that many Floridians are actually
northern transplants, recent migrants
who feel only a shallow attachment to
their new home, including its natural
aesthetics. More often than not, Flori
da’s fate has been entrusted to the
sensibilities of the non-native Floridi
an, who may be drawn to the com
forts of a subtropical climate but
whose image of an attractive or ideal
landscape quite naturally leans more
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mong noted dreamers of
the Florida dream, we
number Addison Mizner,
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
and... Elvis.
That’s right. The King,
in one of his lesser-known
but not necessarily lesser roles,
decides to "Follow That Dream"
to a new home on an idyllic spit
of Florida beach. Playing a simple
country boy, a trim and youthful
Elvis turns in one of his more
convincing movie acting efforts.
The scenario of the 1961
film, drawn from Richard Pow
ell’s respectable novel Pioneer
Go Home, portrays Florida as a
pristine and barely settled
Utopia
part desert island,
part frontier.
Elvis and his ersatz family
an unrelated collection of orphans
and strays drive down a highway not
yet opened, run out of gas, then pitch their tents and
homestead alongside a deserted inlet. They live off the
land for a time and later develop the place into a suc
cessful fishing camp.
There are some dystopian threats to the clan’s hap
piness
meddling bureaucrats from the highway com
mission and the welfare office, operators of an unli
censed trailer-sized gambling den. But all are van
quished by the final reel, when the unorthodox family
ties allow Elvis to settle in for some serious smooching
with his "half-sister."
r
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to mountain valleys or rolling hills of
evergreens than to pine-clad flatlands
and subtropical wetlands. Even the
state’s most recognized natural
asset-its seemingly endless and
often breathtaking natural shore
line- has received limited respect
from the many individuals and gov
ernmental authorities who have felt
compelled to "improve" it by con
structing seawalls, canals, boat
ramps, and other maritime amenities.
The irony is inescapable: the Florida
dreamscape is compelling, in part, be-

movie treatments of
the state the setting
is generic
imme
diately recognizable
as Florida but not as
any particular place in Florida. It, in fact, is Yankeetown.
Follow That Dream is a lighthearted and escapist view
of the Florida dream but not completely unserious. The
tone gets set before the opening credits. As the family
jalopy speeds across a causeway and into Florida, one
presumes Elvis sings:
"What a wonderful lfe
Living a life of ease.
Igot no job to worry me.
No big bad boss to hurry me." S

cause the Florida landscape is not.
Those who take the time to ex
plore what is left of natural Florida
know better, of course; to them the
peninsula that stretches from the cold
water springs of the Panhandle to the
mangrove-lined estuaries of the Ever
glades is a unique and wondrous cre
ation that deserves reverence and
protection. How long it will remain
so is anybody’s guess. But the signs
of change are ominous. As we ap
proach the end of the twentieth cen
tury, the dizzying pace of demo-
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graphic and social transformation
shows no sign of slackening. The
most common form of Florida dream
ing, alas, continues to draw its inspi
ration from an aggressive, almost ob
sessive, determination to remake
Florida into an everyland. It’s a shiny
new Florida of theme parks, super
highways, and suburban corridors.
Dreamland or ecological nightmare?
Or something in between? The ques
tion hangs in the balance for future
generations to decide. S
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alk about pictures that speak for them
selves. Eric Breitenbach’s photographs seem
to warn off any attempts to add thousands
of superfluous explanatory words.
The work is certainly down-to-earth.
There is sadness in it. But there is more too
a glow of some sort so that the subjects and their
surroundings aren’t merely homely.
Poet and writer Stephen CaIdwell Wright put it
this way in the introduction to an exhibit of Breiten
bach’s photos of African American communities near
Sanford our selection includes some of those and
some from other projects:
When I look at the people and the places, frozen,
ironically enough, in black and white celluloid, I see
faces and expressions from ages past, but what I hear
is frightening at times. TA/hat I hear are the cries
from centuries past-the bemoaning of an existence
less than kind, and, all too often, less than fruitful. I
-
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also hear the hummings from the past: those hum
mings which brought with them visions ofa brighter
day, visions of "the sun shining in everybody’s backdoor someday."
I hear voices asking, "Is there a better day com
ing?" Every once in a while I sense cautious jubi
lance.
In moments of resolve, I sense that these pho
tographs capture the adorned and unadorned lives of
the inhabitants of Georgetown, Goldsboro, and Mid
way. In doing so, they chronicle the innate qualities
of a people filled with desire, striving, and achieve
ment.
I see faces, I hear voices. However, I do not see
nor hear any answers to their longing.
Even so,I sense the presence of dreamers-some
buried alive in their efforts to merely survive, others
striving and becoming, and even others-hoping to
live long enough to become. S
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fLORIDA DREMflS:
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Stephen. Whitfietd is professor of American Studies at
Brandeis University. These are extracts from an articLe in
the FLorida Historical QuarterLy, April1993. eprinted with
permission.

lready a century ago the myth of Florida was sub
jected to commercial challenge that would make
the vision ambiguous. Consider the case of Harri
et Beecher Stowe, who claimed that ‘no dream
land on earth can be more unearthly in its beauty
and glory than the St. John’s in April." Her aware
ness of the attraction of a natural order could thus be inter
preted as an early sign of Florida hedonism, as release
from the demands of her Puritan lineage. "Life itself is a
pleasure when the sun shines warm," Mrs. Stowe wrote in
1872, "and I sit and dream and am happy and never want
to go back north." Spending winters in Mandarin between
1868 and 1884, the family rented a cotton plantation as a
site for their son Frederick to recuperate from his Civil
War wounds. She also cherished the philanthropic hope to
employ black laborers, a goal that produced only red ink.
But living there spurred her to write Palmetto Leaves,
among the first pieces of promotional literature for a state
that she depicted as an updated Eden. Although non-fic
lion, the book "resembles the popular local color fiction of
the time in its elaborate attention to details of setting," Pro
fessor Anne E. Rowe has observed. The author of Uncle
Tom’s Cabin dropped the reformist appeal that made her
famous or notorious, though Florida was in fact consid
erably east of Eden; and at least some of the descendants
of Adam and Eve had to toil with the sweat of their brow.
But who? "The negro is the natural laborer of tropical re
gions. He is immensely strong; he thrives and flourishes
physically under a temperature that exposes a white man
to disease and death." Such was the confident assertion of
"the little lady" who LincoTh claimed had "made this big
war." In its aftermath she opted for "a sense of complacen
cy [which] pervades the discussions of flowers and orange
groves, picnics and river tours." The moral blindness is
hardly admirable; but it may be churlish to object to
Stowe’s contentment, putting her life in New England be
hind her, relaxing on her thirty acres of orange groves.
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Promise and closure, inauguration and fulfillment, be
ginning and end-such combinations make the image of
Florida paradoxical. Fresh starts are much of its appeal;
among states with the highest proportion of plastic sur
geons, Florida is second only to California. But Florida is
also the finish line-the Fountain of Youth crumbling
under the pressure of an inexorable mortality. With almost
one in three residents getting Social Security checks, no
state has a grander reputation of hospitality to the elderly.
By the late 1980s the median age of Pasco County was
fifty-five. Florida is not only "the Great American Dump
ing Ground. It is where Mom and Pop go to die." Some
like it hot. It is the home stretch for Ratso Rizzo in Mid
night Cowboy, Seymour Glass in J. D. Salinger’s "A Perfect
Day for Bananafish," Rabbit Angstrom at rest, Charles Fos
ter Kane muttering "Rosebud," for Kerouac and Hurston.
It is the end of the line for the exhausted, the desperate, the
burnt-out cases. To them attention must be paid, because
"all their lives they had slaved at some kind of dull, heavy
labor, behind desks and counters, in the fields and at te
dious machines of all sorts, saving their pennies and
FORUM
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Tropical. Aunts

This is an extract from the opening of Tropical Aunts.

one of the stories in Imaginary Men, a coLLection of sto
ries by Enid Shomer pubLished by the University of Iowa
Press in 1993. Reprinted by permission of the author.

dreaming of the leisure that would be theirs when they
had enough. Finally the day came
where else should
they go, but to. the land of sunshine and oranges?" That
question is posed in 1939 in The Day of the Locust, whose lo
cale was California. But the question has been answered
by the hordes of retirees and other immigrants to Florida,
where three out of four residents are now packed onto 6
percent of the land, where four-fifths of the population are
crammed into only fifteen of the state’s sixty-seven coun
ties.
Florida can be seen as a re-run of California in one
final sense, for both states have become test sites of the na
tional dilemma of how progress can be accommodated to
paradise. The most vivid story of Florida may be little
more than a repeat of the essential myth of California,
which is a parable of the dangers lurking in development,
an object lesson in puffing the machine in the garden. How
commerce can be reconciled with conservation, how popu
lation growth can co-exist with the natural order is the
challenge that the histories of California-and Floridanow pose. "Progress" is bait that the populations of both
states have swallowed, despite the fragility of the environ
mental structure in withstanding the relentless assault of
the American way of life. *
.
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unt Debs and Aunt Ava. They were my father’s
sisters. Dramatic, glamorous women who, my
mother said, had "been around." I saw them
every July when we traded the humidity of
Washington, D.C., for the even more oppressive
heat of Miami, where my father’s people lived
amid piña coladas, guava jelly, and floral print
clothing. I still have a picture of them mounted in one of
those plastic telescopes that were popular key chain trin
kets th the 1950s. They look tan and healthy and non-Jew
ish standing arm-in-arm in front of the cardboard palm
trees.
Debs was the older, a stormy,
rich blond who had been widowed.
She lived a reclusive life in a house
boat on the Miami River. Without a
phone, she could only be contacted
through her attorney, like a movie
star. Ava was a redhead with a rep
utation for borrowing money. Ev
eryone knew she’d had to get mar
ried to her first husband. This was
the biggest scandal so far in our
family. After she had the baby, she
got divorced, lost custody, and
married an osteopath who worked
nights as a stand-up comic in the hotels of Miami Beach.
My Florida aunts came north to visit us only twice.
The first time was for my sister Fran’s wedding. They
drove up together in a big white Chrysler sedan. "My
teeth started to chatter as soon as we hit North Carolina,"
Aunt Debs said, hugging herself as she closed the car
door. She regarded our snow-covered lawn as if it were
the surface of the moon. Then she picked her way slowly
up the front walk. Ava followed, relatively surefooted in
doeskin loafers and thick white socks. She leaned down
to touch the snow shoveled into a heap along-side the

UTNER YlfifiS
front stoop and put a drop of it on her tongue. "Sometimes
we put Hershey’s syrup on it and make snowcones," I told
her. I knew they’d be exclaiming and complaining about
the weather but that the cold fascinated them. Also, when I
saw my aunt Ava eating snow, just like that, I understood
how she could have gotten pregnant.
As soon as they had hung up their clothes, they un
veiled the presents: chocolate-covered coconut patties my
favorite candy, sea-grape jelly, and fresh papayas. For my
mother, a white lace bathing suit cover-up, for my father, a
book called Fish of the Southern Waters. My gift was a
pearly pink comb-and-brush set with tiny shells and seahorses embedded in the handles. For Fran they’d chosen
salmon-colored lingerie that made my father blush as my
sister eagerly held it up for us to admire. "Baby-dolls,"
Aunt Ava explained to Fran. "1 hope your Herb will like
them." O
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heir fifth winter down here, this is, and Harry still
wakes amazed to find himself actually in Florida,
beside the Gulf of Mexico. If not exactly beside it,
within sight of it; at least he was until that new
row of six-story condos with ornamental turrets
and Spanish-tile roofs shut out the last distant
wink of watery horizon. When he and Janice bought the
place in 1984 you could still see from their balcony snatch
es of the Gulf, a dead-level edge to the world over the
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rooftops and broken between the raw new towers like the
dots and dashes of Morse code, and in their excitement
they bought a telescope and tripod at a nautical shop at
the mall a mile down Pindo Palm Boulevard. In its trem
bling little circle of vision, that first winter, they would
catch a sailboat with its striped spinnaker bellying out or a
luxury yacht with high white sides peeling back the waves
silently or a fishing charter with its winglike gaffing plat
forms or, farthest out, a world unto itself, a rusty gray oil
freighter headed motionlessly toward Mobile or New Or
leans or back toward Panama or Venezuela. In the years
since, their view of the water has been built shut,
skyscraper hotels arising along the shore, constructions
the color of oatmeal or raspberry whip or else sheer glass
like vertical distillations, cold and pure, of the Gulf’s bluegreen.
Where these towers arise had once been nothing but
sand and mangrove swamp and snaky tidal inlets slipping
among the nets of roots and dimpling where an alligator
or a water moccasin glided; and then a scattering of whitepainted houses and unpainted shacks in feeble imitation of
the South to the north, scratching out some cotton and
grazing some cattle on the sandy soil, sending north shuf
fling herds of beef on the hoof to the starving rebel troops
in the Civil War; and then houses closer together, some of
brick and wrought iron and of limestone and granite
barged in from Alabama quarries. Then, with the new cen
tury, to this appendage of the South came the railroads
and the rich and the sick and the hopeful misfits, this
being frontier in an unexpected direction. Busts followed
booms; optimism kept washing in. Now, with the jets and
Social Security and the national sun-worship, they can’t
build onto it fast enough, this city called Deleon, named
after some Spanish explorer killed for all his shining black
breastplate by the poisoned arrow of a Seminole in 1521
near here or a place like it, and pronounced Deelyun by
the locals, as if they are offering to deal you in. The past
glimmers like a dream at the back of Harry’s mind as he
awakes; in his semi-retirement he has taken to reading his
tory. It has always vaguely interested him, that sinister
mulch of facts our little lives grow out of before joining the
mulch themselves, the fragile brown rotting layers of pre
vious deaths, layers that if deep enough and squeezed
hard enough make coal as in Pennsylvania. On quiet
evenings, while Janice sits on the sofa smoking and sip
ping herself into stupidity with some TV show, he lies on
the bed leaning back against its padded satiny headboard
with a book, staring dizzily down into the past as if high
in a jade-green treehouse.
The sound that breaks into his dreams and dispels
them is the rasp of golf greens being mowed, and then the
scarcely less mechanical weeping noise of the seagulls
gathering on the freshly watered fairways, where the
earthworms are surfacing to drink. *
FORUM
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Jim Bacchus
Time for Never-Never Land to Grow Up
The Hon. Jim Bacchus of MeLbourne is retiring this year
after two terms in Congress. He is a former member of the
board of the FLorida Humanities CounciL, This is a con
densed version of a 1987 speech.

lando. Once he found a place to live, my mother, my three
sisters, my brother, and I joined him, arriving by airplane
late one summer night.
We were weary from the long trip, but before driving
us to the small house he had rented on the outskirts of
town, my father took us to Lake Eola Park, in the center of
the sleeping city. There, the seven of us walked the mile or
so around the quiet lake. We held hands. We gazed at the
colored lights in the fountain in the lake’s midst. We mar
veled at my father’s way of showing us his dream of Flori
da and of telling us, "here is home."
In our dreams of a better life and a brighter fuhire in
Florida, my family was not unlike countless other new
comers to our sunshine state through the years
new
comers who keep coming to Florida in ever-growing num
bers with every new day.
People keep coming here because Florida is increas
ingly the focus of national and international attention
as a center for international trade and finance, as a magnet
for tourism, as the anticipated site of the "next
Hollywood" and the "next Silicon Valley," as
a launching pad for the exploration of space,
and, not least, as a producer of new jobs at
more them twice the national average. People
keep coming here because Florida has the
promise and the potential to lead this nation.
People keep coming here too because
Florida is what my friend Aim Henderson of
the Florida Humanities Council has called a
"national never-never land." Florida is a state
with a "never-never" quality that attracts, de
lights, and enchants, even as it enchanted my
parents in 1961 and Marjorie Kiiman Rawlings
a half century ago. Florida is a sanctuary, a
refuge of sun and sand and sea, a fountain of youth where
it is widely believed that none of us need ever grow up.
Florida is all of this, and more. Yet the truth is that
Florida is also a state on the edge of crisis, a state progress
ing and prospering on borrowed time, a state that may
soon be overwhelmed by the consequences of its own phe
nomenal growth.
Where are those who will save Florida’s future?
Where are those who will tell the people the plain facts
about the hard choices facing our state? Where are those
with the courage of their convictions, those who will strive
to do right, regardless of the political consequences?
There is talent in abundance itt both political parties in
Florida. There is ambition in abundance, to say the least.
There is no lack of competing voices clamoring to be
heard.
But where is the next Leroy Collins? Where is the next
Reubin Askew? Where is the dreamer who will truly lead
this state?
Almost anyone can get elected to public office in this
-

the depths of the depression in the 1930s, a
young woman moved from New York to a re
mote hamlet in the backwoods frontier of north
Florida.
The woman was a would-be writer named
Mailorie Kirman Rawlings. The hamlet
was a handful of cracker homesteads called
Cross Creek.
For years, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings had
searched without success for her voice as a
writer. In Cross Creek, she found that voice
when she stepped from the back yard behind
her small frame house into the shaded shelter of
an orange grove.
She later wrote, "enchantment lies in differ
ent things for each of us. For me, it is in this: to
step out of the bright sunlight into the shade of
the orange trees; to walk under the arched
cattopy of their jadelike leaves; to see the long
aisles of lichened trunks stretched ahead in geo
metric rhythm; to feel the mystery of a seclusion that yet
has shafts of light striking through it. This is the essence
of an ancient and secret magic. After long years of spiri
tual homelessness, of nostalgia, here is that mystic loveli
ness of childhood again. Here is home."
Home at last, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings became the
writer she had always believed she could be. And the lov
ing words she wrote about her new home gave voice to an
enduring dream of what Florida could be, for Marjorie
and for everyone.
In the years since, countless other dreamers have fol
lowed in her footsteps. From New York and New Jersey,
from Ohio and Illinois, from Georgia and Tennessee, from
Cuba and the Caribbean, millions have come to live and
work and dream in Florida. We have come in search of
the magic and the enchantment that Maulorie found in the
shelter of an orange grove. We have come, as she did, in
search of home.
My own family came to Florida to stay in 1961, when
I was twelve. My father came ahead to begin work in OrSUMMER
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Paradise. 1984. Harcourt Brace,
New York. Well-researched, welltold saga of the selling of the
Florida real estate dream.

A Flash of Green. Directed by

Maurice O’sullivan and Jack B.
Lane, eds. The Florida Reader.
1991. Pineapple Press, Sarasota.
Especially strong on early, biblical
ly-inspired portraits of Florida as
an Eden.

ing it big, then falling hard in
South Florida.

state by telling us what we may think we want to hear.
But what point is there to attaining office if it is only to
gain and remain in office? What point is there to hold
ing office if it is only to perpetuate a public charade?
We need a leader who is not only shrewd enough
to get elected but also wise enough to govern. We need
a leader who will tell us not what we may think we
want to hear, but what we need to know.
Some say we can’t grow up. Some say Florida is but
a site for the sojourn of strangers, a way-station for the
rootless and the restless, a melting pot for self-seekers
in search of the almighty dollar and sun-seekers in
search of the ultimate tan.
I say that we Floridians are seeking something
more.
The history of America is the chronicle of an everunfolding frontier. And Florida is still a frontier state,
an unfinished state, a state still in the making and the
becoming.
And I say that we Floridians are the modern pio
neers, the quintessential American settlers, the idealists,
the optimists, the entrepreneurs, the stubborn believers,
the dreamers who dream of a better life in a better land,
just beyond the next horizon.
And as we approach the horizon of a new century,
I see shafts of light striking through the canopy, even as
Marjorie Kirman Rawlings did in her orange grove in
Cross Creek. And I see a future for Florida in which our
many states can become one, in which the vast richness
of our heritage, our culture, and our aspirations can
make us one, united in our common commitment to the
timeless dream of Florida.
The "ancient and secret magic" of Florida can be
ours to share. Young and old, black and white, conch
and cracker, "fla-vana" in the north and "litHe Ha
vana" in the south, we can cease being strangers and
become neighbors and friends. And we can unite as
dreamers in shaping the future we seek on the far hori
zon.
But first we must end our spiritual homelessness.
First we must each make a personal commitment to
Florida. First we must acknowledge that we are citizens
of Florida
and we must heed the high calling of our
citizenship.
Too many of us who live in Florida tend to think of
Florida, and to treat Florida, as just a place to visit, as
just a place to stay for awhile before moving on to
someplace else. Too many of us don’t act as if we truly
live here. And so we aren’t as willing as we should be
to make the sacrifices, the investments, and the commit
ments that must be made to reach that far horizon.
We can’t all be tourists li Florida. We can’t all be
from other places, with allegiances to other places. The
time has come for each of us to be from Florida
and
for Florida. And the time has come as well for each of
us to be for Florida’s future.
You are citizens of this state. And I know that many
of you are dreamers
that many of you share with me
this dream for Florida’s future.
And so I ask you today to join with me in a home
coming for Florida. I ask you to say, as Marjorie Kin-ian
Rawlings said, as my father said, and as I have said
here, here, here is home. *
-

Stranger Than Paradise. Direct
unexpected good fortune in Flori
da in this odd, laconic road
movie, a winner at Cannes.

Victor Nunez. 1984. Political and
personal corruption accompany
real estate deals or Florida’s
West Coast. Based on a John 0.
MacDonald novel.

Ruby In Paradise. Directed by

-

-

Victor Nunez, 1993. A young,
Tennessee woman moves to

Panama City, looking for riches
and happiness.

-
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If you believe in Florida...

Join us now.
T

he image of Florida as a fantasy world of exotic
theme parks and tropical beaches has long
been cultivated by the travel and entertainment
industries. We Floridians, however, understand that
this image is built on both fact and fiction.
Florida is a state of extraordinary natural splen
dor threatened by spiralling growth and development.
While our history is older than the Mayflower, most of
our residents have lived here less than a decade. Our
radicaiiy changing demographics make one thing obvi
ous: our future will be vastly different from our past.
Our mission at the Florida Humanities Council
FHC is to provide a forum for the discussion of such
issues. Each year throughout the state, FHC spon
sors more than 900 humanities programs which in
clude:
* A Speakers Bureau that provides speakers to
community organizations
* Week-long residential seminars to reward and
rejuvenate outstanding Florida teachers
* Grants to non-profit organizations to produce
public humanities programs
* Radio features that highlight Florida’s history
and culture

* Business ethics panels that grapple with moral
dilemmas of the marketplace
* Reading and discussion groups at local li
braries.
Such programs ask Floridians to consider history,
examine our cultural values and consider our future
priorities.

You can help in thÉs vital work. By becoming a
member of FHC, you join a growing list of Floridians
who want to celebrate and reaffirm our state’s rich

and dynamic history and culture. In return, you re
ceive:
* Forum, our magazine of Florida history and cul
ture
* Humanities News, our newsletter which pro
vides a complete calendar of our programs
and special book discounts
* Opportunities to participate in our scholar-led
travel programs.
Use the enclosed envelope to send in your mem
bership today.

A Special Offer!

Join FHC before August 1 and you can
receive this original photographic art
print by Florida naturalist!
photographer James Valentine. This one
time release, for FHC, is limited to 150
signed and numbered 16 x 16 color
prints. Each print is mounted on 16 x 20
archival mount and is protected with a
satin UV protected finish. Contributors
of $200 or more will receive this image of
two West Indian manatees at Blue
Spring State Park entitled "Primal
Dream."
Please use the enclosed envelope to send
in your membership today.

FLORIDA

HUMANITIES
COUNCIL

Two West Indian monatees
swim at BLue Spring State Park
near Sanford. To receive a
print of this photograph, see
offer on inside back cover.
Photograph by
James VaLentine.
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